NITIKA
PHARMACEUTICAL SPECIALITIES
PRIVATE LIMITED
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR EXCipients FOR REGULATORY MARKET?
NITIKA PROVIDES WIDE RANGE OF PHARMACEUTICAL EXCIPEIANTS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF FINAL PRODUCT
WHY NITIKA?

1st company in Asia and second in World have DMF No. for Magnesium Stearate (DMF No. 033414)

India’s first International Multi-model Cargo Hub ‘MIHAN’ is coming up at a distance of about 15 miles from our plant.
WHY NITIKA?

Being strategically located in Central India, provides us with immense benefits like

• Availability of pool of technically qualified personnel
• Low cost manpower
• Ready availability of various raw material and utilities.
In India many researches had been done on API formulations, and very less on Excipient formulations.

NITIKA is pioneer in providing wide range of excipients and has a World-wide acceptance of its products for its highest quality standards.
NITIKA provides wide range of surface area and required particle size with best quality, as per customers’ requirements of Excipients with QBD Approach
NITIKA also provides documentation support for Domestic, ROW & Regulatory market

- We have US DMF no for magnesium stearate & most of the products.
- We provide elemental impurity as per ICH –Q3D guidelines.
- We work on the principle to solve and help in the problems of our business partner -
THANK YOU!